
Selecting Measures for Testing and 
Evaluating Growing System Designs
Grade Level 6-8

BACKGROUND

LEARNING OBJECTIVES Students will…

• Determine reasonable measures of productivity and efficiency in
student growing systems

• Recognize the value of calculating yield and efficiency when
comparing outcomes from student systems

• Calculate yield and efficiency

• Collectively determine measurements and establish a data
collection plan to evaluate the success of their design solutions.

MATERIALS
• Chart paper

• Markers

• Rulers

• Electronic scales

• Nitrate testing strips

• (Optional) Calculators

OVERVIEW To evaluate if student designs are successful,
students will need to select feasible measurements to gauge 
productivity, limited resource use, and conservation outcomes in 
their growing system designs. 

In this lesson, students will learn how to calculate cost-benefit 
ratios (such as yield and efficiency) to determine productivity 
and limit resource use. They will also learn how nitrate testing 
may be used as a measure of water quality. Students will use 
their knowledge of these calculations and tests to create a data 
collection plan that can be used to evaluate if growing systems 
meet the criteria and constraints of the unit engineering challenge.

ESTIMATED TIME
Two, 50-minute class periods

KEY STEM IDEAS
solution has met the criteria and constraints of the project.

• Using unit rates or ratios can provide a fair way of quantitatively
measuring productivity and efficiency in a given system.

• Measuring nitrate levels in water can be used to help determine
environmental quality.

VOCABULARY
Productivity: A measure of production 
expressed as output per input

Yield: the amount or quantity produced 
per unit of land; productivity on the farm is 
usually measured in yield

Bushel: a unit of production (output) equal 
to 64 US pints; a bushel basket is about 
the size of a short, round laundry basket

Acre: a unit of land (input) equal to 4,840 
sq. yards; approximately equal to a football 
field with the end zones removed

Efficiency: a measure of input units 
needed to produce output to avoid wasting 
materials, energy, efforts, time, or money 
when producing a desired outcome

Acre-inch: the volume of water needed 
to cover an area of 1 acre with 1 inch of 
water

Nitrate testing: a chemical test used 
to determine presence of nitrate ion in 
solution; test used as a measure of water 
quality
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BEFORE THE LESSON
Label three pieces of chart paper with the words Productivity, Limited Resource Use, and Environmental 
Protection. Allow room below the label for students to add their ideas about measuring each of these criteria.
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Guiding Questions
How can we test if your growing system design is successful?

10 minutes

Activate students prior 
experiences with making 
fair comparisons

1. Ask for two student volunteers. Propose an unfair competition
between the two such as shooting erasers into a waste basket, but
one student must stand much farther away than the other.

• Discuss if this competition is fair. Why or why not?

• Have students propose ways to make sure a competition is
measured fairly.

2. Provide students with the student worksheet highlighting a farming
scenario in which a fair comparison is not being made.

• Jim has two fields, Field A and Field B, and he wants to compare
their productivity. After harvest, Jim calculates how much grain
was grown on each field. On Field A, 1500 bushels of corn were
grown on 10 acres of land. On Field B, 2000 bushels of corn
were grown 15 acres of land.

• Jim thinks to himself, clearly, 2000 bushels is more than 1500
bushels, so Field B must be more productive.

3. Have students work with a partner to discuss the following:
• What do you think? Is Jim making a fair comparison?

• What information do you think is needed when determining
how productive a field is?

• Would it make a difference if one field was irrigated and the
other was not?

LESSON PROCEDURES: 
DAY 1
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Measuring Productivity

5 minutes

Engage students in a discussion 
of how “productivity” might be 
measured fairly on a farm

4. Post the chart paper labeled Productivity in the classroom.

5. Have students brainstorm ideas about how they might fairly
compare productivity.

6. Discuss student answers. If possible, highlight student ideas that
discuss using unit rates or ratios to fairly compare productivity (e.g.
amount of grain per unit of land area)

LESSON PROCEDURES: 
DAY 1

15 minutes

Introduce yield as a real-world 
measure of farming productivity

7. Provide students with the Measuring Crop Productivity worksheet
to introduce how farms measure productivity.

• Productivity = Yield

• Yield is measured in units of output (usually bushels) divided by
units of input (usually land)

8. As an example, discuss the soybean yield provided on the student
worksheet.

• 570 bushels of soybeans grown on 10 acres of land = a yield of
57 bushels per acre

• By dividing the amount of grain produced by amount of land
used, we can compare this farmer’s production to other farmers
who grew soybeans on a different acre of land.
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Measuring Productivity

15 minutes

Introduce yield as a real-world 
measure of farming productivity

LESSON PROCEDURES: 
DAY 1

9. Divide students into work groups. Have each group brainstorm
several ways to measure productivity in the growing systems.
Discuss:

• Which inputs will be different between the systems?

□ Different sized containers

□ Different number of plants

□ Different amounts of fertilizer

□ Different amounts of water applied

• How can you make a fair comparison?

□ Inputs

(1) Unit area of land

(2) Unit volume of soil

□ Outputs

(1) Number of seeds produced

(2) Dry weight of seeds produced

(3) Number of pods produced

(4) Dry weight of pods produced

(5) Dry weight of entire plant

10. Facilitate a discussion that highlights the following:
• There are many different ways to measure productivity!

• In farming, productivity is usually a measurement of how much
crop output is produced per unit of land input, but other inputs
could be measured such as number of seeds planted or amount
of fertilizer used.

11. We recommend measuring productivity in grams of dry weight of
entire plant per cm2 of land area

• Dry weight of entire plant (grams)

□ Students can cut their plant off at ground level once it has
dried out and weigh it on a scale

• Unit area of land (cm2)

□ If students are using cylindrical bottles with circular land are
they can calculate land area as πr2
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Measuring Limited Resource Use

5 minutes

Engage students in a discussion 
of how “limited resource use” 
might be measured fairly on a 
farm

12. Post the chart paper labeled Limited Resource Use in the
classroom.

13. Have students brainstorm ideas about how they might fairly
compare limited resource use (similar to discussion about
productivity measures).

14. Discuss student answers. If possible, highlight student ideas that
discuss using unit rates or ratios to fairly compare limited resource
use (e.g., unit of water applied to produce a given yield.).

LESSON PROCEDURES: 
DAY 1

10 minutes

Introduce efficiency as a real-
world measure of limited water 
use in farming

15. By this point, students may notice that productivity and efficiency
are measured in much the same way. Provide students with the
Measuring Limited Resource Use worksheet to introduce how
farmers measure efficient use of water resources.

• Limiting Resource Use = Efficiency

• Efficiency is measured by calculating the ratio of units of output
(yield) divided by units of input resources (in this case, water
used in acre-inches).

16. As an example, discuss the water use efficiency example provided
on the student worksheet.

• If 57 bushels per acre of soybeans are grown when 10 acre-
inches of water are applied during the growing season = water
use efficiency of 5.7

• By dividing the total amount of output (crop yield) produced
per unit of water applied (in acre-inches), we can compare a
farmer’s water use efficiency to other farmers who irrigated their
soybeans.

17. Provide students with information about how they might measure
water use in their systems.

• Calculate yield of crop output (total dry weight of their plants in
grams per cm2) at harvest.

• Calculate total amount of water applied to their system (in ml).

• Divide crop output (yield in grams) by water input (in ml) to
calculate irrigation efficiency.
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Measuring Limited Resource Use

5 minutes

Wrap Up

18. Facilitate a discussion about the similarities between measuring
productivity and efficiency.

• How is measuring productivity and efficiency similar? How is it
different?

□ In our example, productivity is a measure of land used to
produce a crop output while efficiency is a measure of water
used to produce a crop output. In both cases, it is a ratio of
unit output per unit input .

LESSON PROCEDURES: 
DAY 1

NOTES
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Measuring Environmental Protection

5 minutes

Engage students in a discussion 
of how “environmental quality” 
might be measured fairly on a 
farm

10 minutes

Review nitrate testing and 
discuss how nitrate testing 
might be used to evaluate 
the environmental quality of 
growing systems

1. Post the chart paper labeled Environmental Quality in the
classroom.

2. Have students brainstorm ideas about how they might fairly
compare either soil or water quality (similar to discussion about
productivity and limited resource use measures).

3. Discuss student answers as a whole class.

4. Remind students how testing for nitrates is one way of monitoring
water quality (and by extension, environmental quality).

5. Refer back to nitrate testing investigation from lesson, Researching
Ways of Protecting Soil Health and Water Quality.

• NOTE: The use of nitrate strips to test water quality works best
in systems that include a catch tray for capturing excess water
(which can then be tested). Testing water quality may not be
feasible for all design types.

6. Show students how a nitrate strip test might be
performed on growing systems that have a catch dish.
• After systems have been watered and excess water
drains into the water catch dish, dip a nitrate strip into
the water and perform test according to instructions.

• Record levels of nitrates in water one or more times
during the course of the plant life cycle.

7. You may discuss with students other tests of
environmental quality (pH or turbidity of water, organic
matter content in soil, soil loss, etc.) that can be
performed if nitrate testing is not feasible in system
designs lacking a water catch dish.

LESSON PROCEDURES: 
DAY 2
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Measuring Limited Resource Use

30 minutes

Identify a data collection plan 
for measuring crop productivity, 
limited resource use, and 
environmental quality as a class

8. Discuss and reach a consensus about which measures will be used
to determine the criteria for crop productivity, limited resource use,
and environmental quality in the design challenge.

9. Remind students it will be important to select measures that
are feasible and allow for a fair comparison of systems. Several
measurements may be selected for each criteria or constraint.

10. Based on this discussion, create a collaborative data collection
plan as a class.

• NOTE: A data collection planning worksheet has been provided- 
it may be modified to suit your needs.

LESSON PROCEDURES: 
DAY 1

NOTES
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